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Almost fifteen years ago, the present author wrote his last book. Not laziness, nor even what a person can flatteringly excuse himself with; the difficult times that he has been through. No! What looks so certain and easy to grasp in your youth (militant youth especially!), becomes mercurial and slippery with age, and not necessarily with wisdom. Answers turn into questions and clearly defined disciplines pop into each other's erstwhile well-defined and respected domains violating their boundaries. Then come the uncalculated events in one's life. And because they are uncalculated and they are there at any rate, it would be futile to ponder on their advantages or disadvantages.

What in my twenties seemed to be satisfactorily 'answered' in rigorous economic analysis looked now subtler. A sudden uprooting, not only in the spatial sense of the word but also occupationally turned out to be a blessing. A lifelong company with non-economists-political scientists, philosophers, historians, musicians, novelists, painters and poets, and most of all militants fighting some of the most brutal contemporary tyrannies on earth has brought invaluable experience, all the more that this precious company was not confined to people of one and the same coloring or the same nationality. And that is mainly thanks to what we always like to curse: EXILE!

Thanks to the circumstances that made me change seven countries of residence, desperately striving to keep my
roots solid and my affections warm, that some modus vivendi between caring for your host society and your country of origin was reached.
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Yet, it is in the Netherlands that this work, a first part of a lifetime project I hope, had the chance to be completed through the many ups and downs. Trying to make me feel at home and doing what they could to ease problems and provide a comfortable and friendly atmosphere for life and work, Paul Aarts, Bertus Hendriks, Otto Hollman, Henk Houweling, Gert Junne, Tom Niewenhuis, Henk Overbeek, Ruut Peters, Jan Nederveen Peterse, Kees van der Pijl, as well as the many colleagues in the International School of Humanities and Social Sciences, the Amsterdam School of Social Sciences, informatica and other sections have done a tremendous job on my behalf. My students in the Department of Behavioral and Social Sciences, the Amsterdam School of Social Sciences, the Amsterdam School of International Relations, and New York University have provided me with the greatest stimulus to develop my ideas and research.
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